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Data Management for Grid EnvironmentsHeinz Stokinger1, Omer F. Rana2, Reagan Moore3, and Andre Merzky41 CERN, Switzerland, heinz.stokinger�ern.h2 Cardi� University, UK, o.f.rana�s.f.a.uk3 San Diego Superomputer Center, USA, moore�sds.edu4 Konrad Zuse Zentrum, Berlin, Germany, merzky�zib.deAbstrat. An overview of researh and development hallenges for man-aging data in Grid environments is provided. We relate issues in datamanagement at various levels of abstration, from resoures storing datasets, to metadata required to manage aess to suh data sets. A om-mon set of servies is de�ned as a possible way to manage the diverseset of data resoures that ould be part of a Grid environment.1 FoundationsTo identify data management needs in Grid environments an assessment anbe based on existing omponents assoiated with data management, and onean view the Grid as integrating these. In this approah, the emphasis lies onproviding interfaes between existing data storage and manipulation systems, toenable systems from di�erent vendors and researh groups to work seamlessly.The alternative approah is based on assessing appliation needs and require-ments, and identifying missing funtionality. We try to take a middle groundbetween these two approahes, and identify a set of ommon servies, that maybe suitable for both. At present, there are at least three ommunities that re-quire aess to distributed data soures: (1) Digital libraries (and distributeddata olletions). Digital libraries provide servies for manipulating, presenting,disovering, browsing, and displaying digital objets. (2) Grid environments forproessing distributed data, with appliations ranging from distributed visu-alisation, to knowledge disovery and management. (3) Persistent arhives formaintaining olletions while the underlying tehnology hanges. In this ontext,one must be able to deal with legay systems that maintain suh arhives, andenable the migration, or wrapping, of these systems as new tehnology beomesavailable.Hene, an arhiteture that is used to support Grid based environmentsshould be onsistent with the arhitetures needed to support digital librariesand persistent arhives. An important ommon theme in all of these ommunitiesis the need to provide a uniform Appliation Programming Interfae (API) formanaging and aessing data in distributed soures. Consequently, speialisedoperations are needed to manage and manipulate digital objets with varyingdegrees of granularity. A digital objet may be stored in a �le system, as anobjet in an objet-oriented database, as a Binary Large OBjet (BLOB) in an
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objet-relational database, or as a �le in an arhive, and should still utilise aommon API. Hene, the onept of a data handling system that automatesthe management of digital objets stored in distributed data soures is the keyonept in managing data in Grid environments.Our objetive is to identify a taxonomy for data management in sienti�omputing, to eliit requirements of appliations that utilise Grid infrastru-ture, and to provide a means of lassifying existing systems. The paper aimsto omplement work identi�ed in [1℄, and identify building bloks that ould beused to implement data management funtions. The riteria needed for manag-ing data in Grid appliations are outlined, and based on the notion of (1) loalservies that must be provided by a given storage resoure, (2) global serviesthat need to be provided within a wider ontext to enable a better sharing ofresoures and data. It is intended that eah data management and storage re-soure must subsribe to a global servie, and must support some or all of theAPIs required by suh global servies. Hene, a data storage resoure is saidto be `Grid-enabled' if it an aess and interat with these global servies. Wesee two important onsiderations that distinguish urrent usage of data storageresoures from Grid-enabled use { `diversity' in operations and mehanisms, and`performane' tolerane aross mehanisms and resoures.2 Data Management - A Wider PerspetiveThe ability to proess and manage data involves a number of ommon opera-tions, the extent of whih depends on the appliation. These operations inlude:Data Pre-Proessing and Formating for translating raw data into a form thatan be usefully analysed. Data proessing may involve transforming a data setinto a pre-de�ned range (for numeri data), and identifying (and sometimes �ll-ing in) missing data, for instane. The data proessing stage is generally partof the `data quality' hek, to ensure that subsequent analysis of the data willlead to meaningful results. For numerial data, missing data may be handled us-ing statistial tehniques, suh as an average value replaing a missing element.Metadata is often used in this ontext, for translating data from one form toanother. Metadata an orrespond to the struture of a data soure, suh as adatabase shema, whih enables multiple data soures to be integrated. Alterna-tively, metadata may be summary data whih identi�es the priniple features ofthe data being analysed, orresponding to some summary statistis. Generally,summary statistis have been generated for numeri data, however extensions ofthese approahes to data that is symboli is a useful urrent extension.Data Fusion for ombining di�erent types of data soures, to provide a uni�eddata set. Data fusion generally requires a pre-proessing stage as a neessity, inorder for data generated by multiple experiments to be eÆiently integrated.An alternative to fusion is Data Splitting, where a single data set is divided tofailitate proessing of eah sub-set in parallel, possibly though the use of �lterswhih extrat parts of the original data set based on pre-de�ned riteria.Data Storage involves the reording of data on various media, ranging fromdisks to tapes, whih an di�er in their apaity and `intelligene'. Data stor-
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age an involve data migration and repliation between di�erent storage media,based on a Hierarhial Storage Management (HSM) system, whih vary basedon aess speed to storage apaity. As regards repliation, large amounts ofdata might be transferred over the network (loal or wide area) whih imposespartiular problems and restritions. Speialised appliations, suh as sienti�visualisation, require speialised data storage to enable data to be shu�ed be-tween the appliation program and seondary (or even tertiary) storage. Datastorage hardware and software also di�er quite signi�antly. Hardware resouresan inlude RAID drives, where support is provided for stripping data arossmultiple disks, and parity support to ensure that lost data an either be reon-struted, or migrated when a disk fails. Large sale data storage units inludeHPSS (from IBM) and produts from FileTek and AMPEX.Data Analysis an range from analysing trends in pre-reorded data for hy-pothesis testing, to heking for data quality and �lling in missing data. Dataanalysis is an important aspet of data management, and has been suessfullyemployed in various sienti� appliations. Analysis approahes an range fromevolutionary omputing approahes suh as neural networks and geneti algo-rithms, rule based approahes based on prediate/propositional logi to CaseBased Reasoning systems, to statistial approahes suh as regression analysis.The data analysis approah generally requires a prior data preparation (pre-proessing) stage.Query Estimation and Optimisation is essential if the data analysis is doneon large amounts of data in a multi-user environment. Based on the input gainedby a single user query, an estimate for how long it takes to transfer the requireddata to the omputational unit may be made.Visualisation, Navigation and Steering is the emerging area within data man-agement that an range in omplexity from output display on desktop mahines,to speialised visualisation and (semi-) immersive environments suh as Imm-ersaDesk and CAVE. Visualisation tools suh as IRIS Explorer/Data Explorerhave been widely used in the sienti� ommunity, and provide a useful way toboth generate new appliations, and for visualising the results of these appli-ations. The next stage - providing omputational steering support, will enablesientists to interat with their simulation in real time, and dynamially `steer'the simulation towards a partiular parameter spae. Visualisation therefore be-omes an enabler in reating and managing new types of sienti� experiments,rather than as a passive means for viewing simulation output.Data management is therefore a uni�ed proess that involves a number ofstages, and it is important to view it as a whole. Eah individual stage within theproess has its own family of produts and algorithms. To enable Grid-enableddevies to utilise these servies, it is important to distinguish servies between (1)management servies, and (2) support and appliation servies. Management ser-vies relate to operations and mehanisms o�ered within eah storage resoure,and global servies with whih the resoure interats - these are identi�ed in Se-tion 3. Support and appliation servies relate to higher level operations whihundertake orrelations or aggregations on the stored data. These an be imple-
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mented in di�erent ways, and are based on partiular appliation needs and userpreferenes. To initiate a disussion, we identify some ategories of suh serviesin Setion 4.3 Support for Data Storage and AessSupport for data management an be divided into a number of servies, eahof whih may be o�ered within a single system, or may onstitute an aggregateset of operations from multiple systems, by multiple vendors. The primary ob-jetive in the ontext of Grid based systems is to support devie and vendorheterogeneity, subjet to some additional set of onstraints, generally related toperformane - whih might not hold for data intensive high throughput applia-tions. The riteria for ategorising storage devies are: Poliy is related to thedivision of servies that should be diretly supported within a storage devie,and those that are required to be implemented by a user. The objetive in manyases would be to provide a large number of servies diretly within the storagedevie. However, this may not be pratial or useful from other perspetives,suh as aess or searh time. A ompromise is required between funtionalityand performane/throughput, and the Storage Poliy should identify this. Asfar as possible, the Poliy should be exposed to the user, and design deisionsundertaken by a manufaturer should be made lear.Operations identify the kinds of servies that are required as a minimumwithin every Storage resoure. These an be limited to `read' and `write' oper-ations, or may also inlude additional servies suh as `address lookup', `aessproperties' (suh as size of �le, transfer rate), and `error handling'. In eah ase,a minimal subset should be supported and identi�ed. This `Operations' set ispartiularly relevant when dealing with heterogeneity of the storage devies.State Management relates to support for transations and failure in a stor-age resoure. Hene, a servie to maintain and manage the state of a resoureis important to enable the resoure to be re-started in ase of failure. Statemanagement an be undertaken within every resoure, or a standard servie forhek-pointing the state of a resoure may be provided.Mehanism identi�es how the operations supported within a storage resoureare atually implemented. Eah resoure may implement read and write oper-ations in a di�erent way, and in some ases, this mehanism may need to beexposed to the user. In speialised tape storage devies, suh as the ADT fromSony, intelligent mehanisms are provided to maintain a reord of head move-ments during data aess. These reords may be made aessible to an externaluser or appliation, to enable head management by an appliation. To supportGrid appliations, it is important that storage resoures should enable multiplemehanisms to o-exist, and not rely on the existene of a partiular mehanismwithin a resoure.Errors/Exeptions an relate to a partiular resoure, or to data managementwithin a group of resoures. Hene, error handling may be undertaken loally,and be spei� to mehanisms and operations supported within a given resoure.
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However, eah resoure should also support error handling at a global level, forgroups of resoures being utilised within a given appliation.Struture an relate to the physial organisation of a data storage resoure,or the struture of the ontents of the resoure. Examples of the former aseinlude number of disks, number of heads, aess and transfer rates, and otherphysial harateristis of the storage resoure. Struture of the ontents may bespei�ed using a database shema, whih de�nes how ontent may be aessedor managed. This struture may therefore range from the struture of the �lesystem, to data type based desription of the ontents. Struture information isimportant to global servies, and for information servies whih utilise multipledata storage resoures.Aessing and transferring data from seondary and tertiary storage formsan important operation in data management. Generally, the data transfer needsto be undertaken from devies whih have di�erent aess times, and supportdi�erent aess APIs and mehanisms. Data storage struture may also di�er,requiring metadata support for desribing this struture, a distintion is madebetween the struture of a data storage devie and its ontent. This distintionis useful to maintain exibility in the storage struture and in the managed data,enabling tools from multiple vendors to be used.3.1 The Minimum Unit and Aess PatternsAess patterns for sienti� omputing appliations are signi�antly di�erentfrom business or ommerial omputing. In business and ommerial omput-ing, data aess generally involves aess to single units of data, often in randomorder. In sienti� omputing, aess is generally more regular, suh as withina loop of a numerial alulation, for instane. However, data aess patternsare often very diÆult to determine as regards the high throughput appliationsin HEP. Data strutures in sienti� high performane appliations generallyinvolve bulk data transfers based on arrays. Array aesses an be regular, gen-erally as blok, yli or blok yli, or it may be irregular based on irregularstrides aross an array dimension. Aess patterns an be for aess to groupsof data items, or to a group of �les. The unit of transfer is generally determinedby the storage devie, ranging from single or multiple data items in databasemanagement systems suh as RasDaMan [13℄, to �le systems suh as NFS orAFS, hierarhial storage systems suh as the High Performane Storage Sys-tem (HPSS), and network ahes suh as the Distributed Parallel Storage System(DPSS). In order to de�ne standardised servies, it is also useful to identify thebasi unit of data transfer and aess. This unit is dependent on the types of in-formation proessing servies that utilise the stored data. We identify two typesof data units: Primitive types: A primitive type is a oat, integer or haraterthat an be stored within a resoure. The unit of storage is dependent on thetype of programming language or appliation that makes use of the storage re-soure, and the storage medium being employed. Groups of suh types may alsobe onsidered as primitive types, depending on the storage resoure, and inludearrays, images or binary objets. Files: An alternative unit of storage, not based
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on the type of proessing or any assoiated semantis, may be an uninterpretedsequene of bytes { a �le. The �le may reside in a database or a onventional�le system.3.2 Support for Metadata ManagementMetadata ould relate to a hierarhial sheme for loating storage resoures(suh as LDAP), properties of resoures that are externally visible, permis-sions and aess rights, and information about the stored ontent. Developinga onsensus on the desired representation for relationships is also importantin the ontext of Grids, although this is not likely to be ahieved in the shortterm. Relationships an have multiple types, inluding semanti/funtional, spa-tial/strutural, temporal/proedural. These relationships an be used to providesemanti operability between di�erent databases, support type onversion be-tween di�erent objet oriented systems, and manage ownership of distributeddata objets. The ISO 13250 Topi Maps standard (de�ned below) is one an-didate for managing relationships between data soures.Metadata is also important for tagging attributes of data sets, suh as digitalobjets (the bit streams that represent the data). The emergene of a standardtagging language, XML, has made it feasible to haraterise information inde-pendently of the data bit stream. XML Doument Type De�nitions (DTDs)provide a way to struture the tagged attributes. The advantage of XML DTDsis that they support semi-strutured organisations of data. This enompassesunder one standard representation both unstrutured sets, ordered lists, hierar-hial graphs, and trees.Digital objets that are reated for undertaking a given analysis, may bere-used within another type of analysis, depending on their granularity. An ap-proah that enapsulates eah digital data set into a digital objet, and thenmakes that objet a member of an objet lass is foring undue onstraints.Coneptually, one should be able to manage the attributes that are requiredto de�ne an objet independently from the bits omprising the data set. Thismeans it is possible to build onstrutors, in whih data sets are turned intothe partiular objet struture required by the hosen lass. Data sets an bere-purposed if the lass attributes are stored in a atalogue. Supporting andmaintaining suh atalogues then beomes ruial for the re-use of data sets.This requires templates for onstruting objets from data sets. An example isthe DataCutter system [9℄. An XML DTD is used to de�ne the struture of thedata set. The DataCutter proxies are designed to read the assoiated DTD, andthen proess the data set based upon the struture de�ned within the DTD.This makes it possible to transform the struture of the data set for use by apartiular objet lass, if the transformation is known to the XML DTD thatrepresents the objet lass.3.3 StandardsThere are three standards whih are of interest for the provision of data storage.One is the IEEE Referene Model for Open Storage Systems Interonnetions
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(OSSI), previously known as the IEEE Mass Storage Referene Model, and theISO standard for a Referene Model for Open Arhival Information Systems,whih is still under development. Whereas the IEEE standard is mainly on-erned with arhiteture, interfae and terminology spei�ations and standards,the ISO standard fouses more on neessary operational issues and interationsbetween di�erent parts of an data arhives. The ISO Topi Maps standard, onthe other hand, deals with the ontents of a data resoure, and deriving an asso-iation between terms in the stored data. In this respet both the IEE and theISO standards an be seen as omplementary. The �rst two of these desriptionsare taken from Kleese [6℄.IEEE's Open Storage Systems Interonnetion (OSSI). This standard startedout as the IEEE Mass Storage Referene Model in the 1980s, and is very muhfoused on tehnial details of mass storage systems, and ontains spei�ationsfor storage media, drive tehnology and data management software. Reently,organisational funtions have been added, and the desription of onnetionsand interations with other storage systems have been stressed. Nowadays theReferene Model for OSSI provides a framework for the o-ordination of stan-dards development for storage system interonnetion, and provides a ommonperspetive for existing standards. The desriptions used are independent ofexisting tehnologies and appliations and are therefore exible enough to a-ommodate advaned tehnologies and the expansion of user demands.ISO's Open Arhival Information System (OAIS). The OAIS standard aimsto provide a framework for the operation of long term arhives whih serve a wellspei�ed ommunity. Hereby issues like data submission, data storage and datadissemination are disussed. Every funtion is seen in its entirety, as not onlydesribing tehnial details, but also human interventions and roles. For the pur-pose of this standard it has been deided that the information that is maintainedneeds long-term preservation, even if the OAIS itself will not exist through thewhole time span. The OAIS standard addresses the issue of ingestion, enap-sulation of data objets with attributes, and storage. OAIS does not, however,address the issue of tehnology obsolesene. Obsolesene an be handled byproviding interoperability support between systems that support the migrationonto new tehnology.ISO 13250 Topi Maps standard provides a standardised notation for repre-senting information about the struture of information resoures used to de�netopis, and the relationships between topis, to support interoperability. A setof one or more interrelated douments that employs the notation de�ned by thisInternational Standard is alled a `topi map'. In general, the strutural informa-tion onveyed by topi maps inludes: (1) groupings of addressable informationobjets around topis (ourrenes), and (2) relationships between topis (asso-iations). A topi map de�nes a multidimensional topi spae { a spae in whihthe loations are topis, and in whih the distanes between topis are measur-able in terms of the number of intervening topis whih must be visited in orderto get from one topi to another, and the kinds of relationships that de�ne thepath from one topi to another, if any, through the intervening topis, if any.
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4 Support and Appliation ServiesSome ommunities like HEP are onfronted with Grid-enabled data managementissues more diretly than omputing intensive high performane appliations thatstore only a small amount of data ompared to their omputational e�ort. Ap-pliation spei� onerns an subsequently be handled by developers diretly,or by software libraries spei� to a resoure. We evaluate two domains of in-terest in the ontext of data management for Grid appliations, eah of whihrequires data aess and analysis from multiple soures, maintained by di�erentauthorities, o�ering di�erent levels of aess privileges.HEP: The HEP user ommunity is distributed almost all around the globe.As for the next generation experiments starting in 2005 at CERN, large om-puting intensive appliations run on several hundreds or even thousand CPUs indi�erent omputer entres and produe roughly 1 Petabyte of persistently storeddata per year over 10 to 15 years. In partiular, the ollisions of partiles in dete-tors produe large amounts of raw data that are proessed and then transformedinto reonstruted data. One data is stored in disk subsystems and mass storagesystems, it has to be repliated to hierarhially organised regional entres. Thisrequires seure and fast migration and repliation tehniques whih an be satis-�ed with protool implementations like the GridFTP [12℄. One data is in plae,distributed data analysis an be done by physiists at di�erent regional and loalentres. An important feature of the data is that about 90% is read-only data.This results in a simpli�ation for replia synhronisation, as well as providinglimited onurreny problems. However, the omplexity for storing and repli-ating data is still high. Reently, at CERN the DataGrid [2℄ projet has beeninitiated that deals with the management of these large amounts of data [5℄,and also involves job sheduling and appliation monitoring. The projet doesnot only over the High Energy Physis ommunity, but also earth observationand bio-informatis. Thus, the researh and development will serve several dataintensive sienti� ommunities.Digital Sky Survey: The use of the Storage Resoure Broker (SRB) [11℄ atSDSC as a data handling system, for the reation of an image olletion for the2MASS 2-miron all sky survey. The survey has 5 million images, omprising 10Terabytes of data that need to be sorted from the temporal order as seen by thetelesope, to a spatial order for images o-loated in the same region of the sky.The data is read from an arhive at Calteh, sorted into 140,000 ontainers forarhival storage at SDSC, and aessed from a digital library at Calteh. Whenthe olletion is omplete, the images will be repliated in the Calteh arhive,and provided for use by the entire astronomy ommunity.5 Supporting Primitive and Global ServiesWe identify ore servies whih should be supported on all storage resoures tobe employed for Grid-enabled appliations. The de�nition of these servies doesnot pre-suppose any partiular implementation or mehanism. Suh operations
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either our very frequently, or are required to support the minimal funtionalityin Grid-enabled appliations.Data aess operations: These operations inlude `read' or `write' to supportdata aess and update. Suh operations must also be supported by addressinginformation to loate data within the store. Suh data aess operations mayalso support aess to olletions of primitive data units through speialisedoperations.Loation transpareny and global name spae: These operations are used todisover the loation of a data soure, and to keep the loation of a data soureindependent of its aess method. Interoperability aross heterogeneous systemsis required for both federation of legay data stores, as well as for migration ofdata stores onto new tehnology over time. A global name spae may be pro-vided through a atalogue. CERN, for instane, has de�ned a global Objetivitynamespae, but has not yet provided the mehanisms to automate the manage-ment of the namespae. Digital objets may also be aggregated into ontainers{ based on a di�erent similarity riteria. Aggregation in ontainers is one wayto also manage namespaes, providing a logial view of objet loation, as longas the data handling system is able to map from the desired objet into thephysial ontainer. Also ontainers eliminate latenies when aessing multipleobjets within the same ontainer. This requires that the data handling systemmigrate the ontainer to a disk ahe, and support aesses against the ahedontainer for multiple aesses.Previledge and seurity operations: These operations are required to enablesystems or individuals to aess partiular data soures, without having an a-ount on the system hosting the data soure. In Grid environments, it will notbe possible to have an aount on every storage system that may hold dataof interest. To manage large distributed olletions of data, the digital objetswhih at as data stores, must be owned by the olletion, with aess ontrollists managing permission for aess independently of the loal storage system.In this approah, the olletion owns the data that is stored on eah loal stor-age system, meaning the olletion must have a user ID on eah storage system.Aess ontrol may be supported through a atalogue.Persistene and Repliation: Within data Grids large amounts of data needto be repliated to distributed sites over the wide area. When aessing suhrepliated data soures, it is diÆult to utilise URLs as persistent identi�ers,beause the URL enapsulates the storage loation and aess protool withinthe identi�er. Similarly, it is not possible to use PURLs [7℄ beause while a map-ping to a unique identi�er an be preserved, the mapping is not automatiallyupdated when an objet is moved. Persistene may be managed by moving alldata objets within a data handling system. This makes it possible to updatethe storage loation, the aess protool, and data objet attributes entirely un-der appliation ontrol. All manual intervention assoiated with maintaining thepersistent global namespae has been eliminated.Chek-pointing and state management: A entral servie may be supportedfor reording the state of a transation. An appliation user ould subsribe to
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suh a hek-point servie, to ensure that, on failure, it would be possible tore-build state and re-start the operation. This is not possible for all transa-tions however, and pre-de�ned points where a hek-point is viable need to beidenti�ed by the user appliation.6 ConlusionIn Grid omputing and espeially omputing intensive data Grids, data manage-ment is a vital issue and has not been addressed to a large extend in high per-formane omputing. In high throughput omputing, several sienti� domainshave hosen the Grid as a basi part for a distributed omputing model. Datamanagement issues often need to be addressed in similar ways whih requiresprotools and standards.Referenes1. A. Chervenak, I. Foster, C. Kesselman, C. Salisbury and S. Tueke, The Data Grid:Towards an Arhiteture for the Distributed Management and Analysis of LargeSienti� Datasets, See Web site at: http://www.globus.org/, 1999.2. DataGrid Projet. See web site at: http://www.ern.h/grid/, 2001.3. Global Grid Forum. See web site at http://www.gridforum.org, 2001.4. GriPhyN Projet. See web site at: http://www.griphyn.org, 2001.5. W. Hoshek, J. Jaen-Martinez, A. Samar, H. Stokinger, K. Stokinger, Data Man-agement in an International Data Grid Projet, 1st IEEE, ACM InternationalWorkshop on Grid Computing (Grid'2000), Bangalore, India, Deember 2000.6. K. Kleese, Data Management for High Performane Computing Users in the UK,5th Cray/SGI MPP Workshop, CINECA, Bologna, Italy, September 1999.7. Persistent Uniform Resoure Loator. See web site at: http://purl.ol.org/,2001.8. Ron Old�eld, Summary of Existing Data Grids, white paper draft, Grid Forum,Remote Data Aess Group. http://www.gridforum.org, 2000.9. J. Saltz et al. The DataCutter Projet: Middleware for Filtering Large Arhival Si-enti� Datasets in a Grid Environment, University of Maryland, 2000. See web siteat: http://www.s.umd.edu/projets/hpsl/ ResearhAreas/DataCutter.htm10. H. Stokinger, K. Stokinger, E. Shikuta, I. Willers, Towards a Cost Model forDistributed and Repliated Data Stores, 9th Euromiro Workshop on Parallel andDistributed Proessing (PDP 2001), IEEE Computer Soiety Press, Mantova, Italy,February 2001.11. Storage Resoure Broker Projet. See web site athttp://www.npai.edu/DICE/SRB/, 2000.12. The Globus Projet - White Paper. \GridFTP: Universal Data Transfer for theGrid", September 2000. See Web site at: http://www.globus.org/13. The RasDaMan Projet. See web site at: http://www.forwiss.tu-muenhen.de/~rasdaman/,2000.14. \XML: Extensible Markup Language". See web site at: http://www.xml.om/15. See Web site at: http://www.ds.org/RP9905/RP9905.html


